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About This Content

Inspired by the popular TV series, this pack is set after the shipwreck that leaves Oliver trapped on a treacherous island with
Slade Wilson. Experience Oliver’s survival training as they work their way through the jungle to a mercenary camp. In addition
to Oliver and Slade, play as fan favorite characters Diggle, Felicity Smoak, Helena Bertinelli, Malcolm Merlyn, Roy Harper and

Sarah Lance.
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Title: LEGO Batman 3: Beyond Gotham DLC: Arrow
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
TT Games, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows®XP SP3, Windows Vista/7/8 with latest service packs and updates installed

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent AMD dual core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7600GS or ATI Radeon 1950, 256 Mb RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Additional Notes: Windows XP and DirectX® 9.0b and below not supported

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Dutch,Polish,Russian
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lego batman 3 beyond gotham arrow dlc-bat. lego batman 3 beyond gotham dlc arrow download. lego batman 3 beyond gotham
dlc arrow. lego batman 3 beyond gotham arrow dlc pack download

any news when it goes up for the mac and rainbow dlc as well. This DLC is nice. Its a great DLC to play if you're an Arrow fan
:)

Hope there will be a CW's The Flash and Supergirl DLCs and new Arrow DLC as well :). EDIT: The Arrow DLC showed up
for Mac, about two weeks after PC, with no announcement or explanation I could ever find. So I've changed this to
"recommend," since it is a fun level, and we Mac users can actually play it now. But, still, a little communication from Steam or
TT would have made the situation much better.

ORIGINAL REVIEW: I bought the base game and the season pass to play on my Mac. The base game is great, and the at-
launch DLC was wonderful as well (though the levels are a little short). All of those were available for PC and Mac, and there
certainly was no indication that later DLC packs -- which I've already paid for, in the season pass -- wouldn't be available for
Mac, as well.

If there's a delay in this one hitting Mac, send a notice to everyone who's played Lego Batman 3 on Mac. If TT decided to stop
porting the DLC to Mac as of this one, say so clearly. Putting out a DLC pack for one platform when paying customers already
exist on multiple platforms is just rude and dumb.. if you are a fan of the tv show like me.. believe me you will love it. Very
nice level, with humorous dialogues in particular during the intro, which turn this level in a parody of the TV show. If you liked
the base game you will like this new level, if you like the TV show you'll enjoy this dlc even more. Sadly this is a very short dlc,
the story last no longer than 10 minutes, however these are ten epic minutes.
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good new characters i like arrow the most but it has a short story with only one mission. My name is Oliver Queen.
I've been stranded on an island with only one goal.
Survive.Survive,and one day use a proper toilet again.... I also bought the base game and the season pass for my mac. Loved the
first few dlc but apparently this one isn't for mac. It's terrible that we weren't warned that not all the season pass dlc would be
for both mac and pc. costs 3 bucks takes 3 minutes to complete. I love the story. It's very simulair to the real series and the
characters are nice. it look nice, level design look great and worth the price.

Arrow fan must buy!. This is my favorite DLC pack for the whole game! The best part is that Stephen Amell voices Green
Arrow in the game and records extra dialogue for this level. The level is nice, although a bit short(as all of DLC levels are,
apparently), it has a nice design though. Adds Arrow himself, Felicity, Diggle, Mysterious Archer, Arsenal, Slade Wilsonand
Island Goon.

If you have seen Season 1 and you enjoy the TV series, you will be satisifed.

Now the question is - CW's The Flash level when?
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